Actian Integration Product Family Brochure

The industry’s only “build once, deploy anywhere” technology

Achieve fast, simple, agile integration while future-proofing your investment
As the move to the cloud continues apace, and as the number of dynamic endpoints explode with the advent of mobile applications and IoT, the impact on integration requirements have been profound. The fast-changing landscape demands that data-driven organizations embrace a flexible, hybrid approach to integration with a focus on the following questions:

1. Can you integrate data regardless of its location: cloud, on-premises, hybrid?
2. Can you deploy your integration solution in the cloud, on-premises, or hybrid?
3. Are you agile enough to process data in batch, real time, or in hybrid combinations?
4. Can users of varying expertise modify integrations in times of rapid change?
5. Can you leverage your on-premises investments when your organization transitions to the cloud, or must you start anew?
6. Is your consumption model flexible enough to adapt to your changing business environment?

Achieve true hybrid integration with Actian

Delivering the world’s first “build once, deploy anywhere” technology, the Actian integration solution suite fulfills the six critical integration dimensions of the modern hybrid world. The Actian integration family consists of the following products:

- **DataConnect Enterprise** – offers a comprehensive on-premise integration platform for all on-premises and cloud data sources
- **DataConnect Enterprise DataCloud** – is an elastic, cloud-based platform for deploying and managing hybrid, on-premise, or cloud-to-cloud integrations in a secure and reliable on-demand services platform, powered by Amazon Web Services

The Actian suite of integration products is powered by Actian’s UniversalConnect Technology™ (UCT). The shared foundational technology lets you seamlessly move across the product stack as your needs evolve.
**Actian UniversalConnect Technology™ powers hybrid integration**

The Actian UCT hybrid integration engine offers a flexible, intelligent agent that facilitates connection to virtually any data source, regardless of format, location or protocol. Seamlessly bridging on-premises and cloud data integration, UCT delivers complete integration portability across your IT infrastructure.

**Features**
- **Easy-to-use desktop IDE:** Creates and edits maps, process workflows, and schemas
- **Integration package:** Delivers full instructions for the integration engine that works across all Actian integration products, deployment options (cloud or on-premises), operating systems, and environments (dev, test, production)
- **Integration Agent:** Connects to on-premises data and performs runtime execution “near the data” on-premises

**Actian DataConnect**

Allows you to connect easily and cost effectively with two or more applications or data sources.

Actian DataConnect enables rapid, cost effective data and application integration using easy to implement business logic to expedite mapping and data transformations. With DataConnect you can quickly achieve time to value and simplify the maintenance of your integrations over time.

**Benefits**
- Get up and running in hours with rapid deployment
- Reduce resources and costs required to implement and maintain integration
- Increase user adoption with robust integration and application data integrity
- Quickly respond to changes to ensure application data integrity and improve user adoption

Cloud to cloud integration using DataConnect Integration Manager
**Actian DataConnect Enterprise**

Connect to unlimited on-premises and cloud sources and targets

Engineered for reuse and adaptability, Actian DataConnect helps you to cost-effectively integrate diverse data and applications from numerous endpoints with speed and agility. Integration Manager to manage all your integrations via a centralized web-based console.

**Benefits**

- Securely connect to all endpoints via an extensive library of connectors to on-premises and cloud data sources
- Solve complex integration problems with DataConnect Studio IDE to visually create or modify integration maps, workflow processes, and schema artifacts
- Quickly create templates and configurations using DataConnect Integration Manager to run and schedule jobs in various ways without changes to the original integration.
- Efficiently deploy changes with the easy-to-use IDE and reusable template configurations
- Work seamlessly within your existing infrastructure and data sources

---

**Actian DataConnect Enterprise DataCloud**

Run and manage all your integrations in the cloud, on-premises, or both

Actian DataConnect Enterprise DataCloud includes the DataConnect Integration Manager fully hosted by Actian to enable cloud-based orchestration of your enterprise wide integration deployments, so that you can monitor and control thousands of integrations deployed in any location from a single console. You also have the option to install Integration Manager in your own data center, so you can run and manage integrations in the cloud, on-premises, or in a hybrid combination.

**Benefits**

- Gain a single view of all your integrations via a central management console to monitor and control all integrations
- Save using an economical subscription model
- Run integrations in the cloud to infinite scale with no backlogs, regardless of current demand
- Easily upgrade integrations by modifying your integrations from anywhere in the world via the cloud portal
- Run integrations where the data is, because data doesn’t have to be exposed outside of the firewall
- Benefit from best practices that ensure your integrations and data are safe. Actian is deployed on AWS with SSAE16 SOC2 type 2 attestation.